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INTRODUCTION

- Precision Cosmology: Planck analysis confirms excellent 
agreement between theoretical predictions and observations

www.cosmos.esa

- Indications of some possible tension at large angular scales

- No conclusive explanation due to uncertainty (cosmic variance)

http://www.cosmos.esa
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- Such anomalies and deviations could be the result of genuine 
QG effects that would have affected primordial perturbations

Quantum Cosmology

- Hopes of confronting QC with future observations

- Tool: Effective Mukhanov-Sasaki equations for cosmological 
perturbations over FRW, that incorporate QG corrections

INTRODUCTION

- Framework: hybrid LQC

- LQG inspired treatment for the conformal factor 
- Fock quantization for the perturbations



LOOP QUANTIZATION OF 
HOMOGENEOUS FRW 
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LOOP QUANTUM COSMOLOGY: BASICS 

- Canonical quantization of homogeneous spacetimes inspired in 
LQG            polymeric (or loop) quantization of the geometry

- Based on Hamiltonian formulation of GR

- Hamiltonian: linear combination of scalar and diffeos constraints

- FRW cosmologies: geometry described by a single d.o.f  (volume)

One single constraint: global mode of the scalar constraint

Phase space variables           operators on kinematical Hilbert space

Physical states: those annihilated by the constraint operators

- Dirac quantization program: 
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POLYMER QUANTUM MECHANICS 

- Hilbert space: Bohr compactification of

orthonormal basis        

Spanned by                                       , with                    

- Classical phase space: 

R

heikxj , eikxli = �
xj ,xl

[Ashtekar, Fairhurst, Willis] [Corichi, Vukasinac, Zapata,…]
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POLYMER QUANTUM MECHANICS 
[Ashtekar, Fairhurst, Willis] [Corichi, Vukasinac, Zapata,…]

- Hilbert space: Bohr compactification of

orthonormal basis        

Spanned by                                       , with                    

- Classical phase space: 

- Basic observables:

point-like spectrum      

R
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v̂|vi = v|vi
hv|v0i = �v,v0 ; v 2 R

L2(Rd, dµd)⌦ L2(R, d�)

H / bV / |v|

FLAT FRW + HOMOGENEOUS SCALAR 

- Geometry:                                ,                         ,

- Matter:                                     ,        Potential                               

- Kinematical Hilbert space and elementary quantum operators:                                

[Bojowald, Ashtekar, Lewandowski, Pawlowski, Singh,….]

- Scalar constraint:                                

(vb)2⌦̂2 represents        
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{b, v} = 2

dei�b|vi = |v + 2�i

Ĉ(0) = ⇡̂2
� � 3⇡G

4
⌦̂2 � 2W (�)V̂ 2

W (�)

�̂

{�,⇡�} = 1



PHYSICAL STATES     
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-       is the square root of ĥ0 ĥ(2)
0 =

3⇡G

4
⌦̂2 + 2W (�)V̂ 2

- For massless scalar (                ) the model is solvable                  

- For non-vanishing potential: time dependent Hamiltonian.                 
(I will comment later on this case)                         

W (�) = 0

-  Evolution picture: Scalar plays the role of time         

�(v,�) = ˆU(v,�)�0(v) , ˆU(v,�) = P
"
exp
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Z �

�0

d˜�ˆh0(v, ˜�)

!#

(Spectral properties of       well-known)                         ⌦̂2



SINGULARITY RESOLUTION     
[Ashtekar, Pawlowski, Singh]
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- Expectation value of the volume on semiclassical states

- The spectrum of the energy density is bounded from above          

- Solvable model for W (�) = 0

φ

v

LQC

classical

hv̂�i�

[by courtesy of J. Olmedo]

quantum bounce

⇢
max



FLAT FRW WITH COSMOLOGICAL 
PERTURBATIONS 
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CLASSICAL SYSTEM

- We consider a FRW model with flat compact topology            

- For simplicity, we analyze only scalar perturbations

- We include a scalar field subject to a potential

- Symplectic structure for entire system: zero-modes + perturbations

- Zero-mode of scalar constraint + linear perturbative constraints

- We expand the fields in (real) Fourier modes

- We truncate the action at quadratic perturbative order 

[Halliwell, Hawking]

contains corrections quadratic in perturbations 
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GAUGE-INVARIANT FORMULATION

- We finad a canonical transformation to express the system in 
terms of gauge-invariants (at our truncation order), both for the 
perturbations and for the zero-modes

[Castelló Gomar, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]

- Zero-modes: that of the scalar fiel       , and of the geometry  (v)(�)

(Acquire quadratic corrections in perturbations)

- Perturbations: Mukhanov-Sasaki field and abelianized linear 
perturbative constraints.



- Main quantum gravity effects are those affecting the global 
degrees of freedom.

By quantizing the homogeneous sector with quantum gravity 
techniques, we hope to retain the main quantum geometry 
effects
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[Garay, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]

HYBRID QUANTIZATION

Assumption:

- Inhomogeneities, even though are also quantum, can be 
treated in a more conventional way.

- Loop quantization for the zero-mode of the geometry 
- Fock quantization for the perturbations
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INHOMOGENEITIES: FOCK QUANTIZATION 

- Also: unique parameterization for the Mukhanov-Sasaki field, 
which involves a particular time-dependent scaling, and a unique 
parametrization for its momentum

- For the Fock quantization of free (test) fields, propagating in 
homogeneous spacetimes with compact spatial sections, two 
criteria select a unique equivalence class of Fock representations:

[Cortez, Mena Marugán, Velhinho,…]

- We employ that description for the M-S field in our hybrid 
approach, and choose a Fock rep. within that equivalence class

- Invariance of the vacuum under the spatial isometries

- Unitary implementation of the quantum dynamics 
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QUANTUM CONSTRAINTS

- We represent the linear perturbative constraints (or an 
integrated version of them) as derivatives (or as translations)

- We pass to a space of states                 , that depend on the 
zero-modes and the Mukhanov-Sasaki modes, with no gauge 
fixing 

- Physical states still must satisfy the scalar constraint

H
hom

⌦ F
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[Castelló Gomar, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]
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M-S modes

[Castelló Gomar, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]

Eigenvalue of the Laplacian
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- We pass to a space of states                 , that depend on the 
zero-modes and the Mukhanov-Sasaki modes, with no gauge 
fixing 

H
hom

⌦ F
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 = �(v,�) (N ,�)

MODIFIED M-S EQUATIONS

Master equation to predict QG modifications to observables

- Born-Oppenheimer ansatz: Consider states whose dependance 
on the FRW geometry and the inhomogeneities (     ) splitN

- Considering that we can disregard transitions from   to other 
FRW states, and treating the perturbations as classical:

d2
⌘�
v
~n

= �
"
!2
n

+
h#̂q

e

+ (#̂
o

ĥ0)sym + 1
2 [⇡̂�
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State-dependent conformal time
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QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

- Computation of expectation values is hard: we need to deal with 
the quantum evolution of the FRW states, which is generated by a 
time-dependent Hamiltonian (due to non-constant field potential)
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QUANTUM CORRECTIONS
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(or close enough)
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QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

- Computation of expectation values is hard: we need to deal with 
the quantum evolution of the FRW states, which is generated by a 
time-dependent Hamiltonian (due to non-constant field potential)

- Usually: Effective approximation of the background

classical              quantum             effective classical

⌦̂ v sin(b)vb

H2 =
8⇡G
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QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

- Computation of expectation values is hard: we need to deal with 
the quantum evolution of the FRW states, which is generated by a 
time-dependent Hamiltonian (due to non-constant field potential)

- Usually: Effective approximation of the background

classical              quantum             effective classical

- We have recently proposed an approximate method to compute 
that evolution, with the aim of retaining quantum corrections up 
to the maximum practical extent beyond usual effective or 
semiclassical approximations                         

[Castelló Gomar, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]
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QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

1. From the generator of the FLRW dynamics, extract its free 
geometric part (vanishing potential)         Interaction image 

2. Integrate explicitly this free evolution  
3. From the generator of the interaction dynamics, extract the 

dominant contribution of the scalar field potential  
                New interaction image  
4. Treat the evolution operator corresponding to this dominant 

contribution in perturbation theory and truncate 
5. Treat semiclassically the remaining interaction terms

- We have recently proposed an approximate method to compute 
that evolution, with the aim of retaining quantum corrections up 
to the maximum practical extent beyond usual effective or 
semiclassical approximations                         

[Castelló Gomar, Martín-Benito, Mena Marugán]
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PREDICTIONS FROM EFFECTIVE APPROX.

- Analysis of primordial fluctuations extended beyond the onset 
of inflation: initial conditions at the bounce

- The power spectrum of those perturbations is affected

- Non-trivial pre-inflationary dynamics: some modes that are 
outside the curvature radius at the bounce, cross it before inflation

(results depend on the vacuum chosen to set initial conditions)

[Ashtekar, Agulló, Nelson] [Martín-de Blas, Olmedo] …

- They might have an important impact on the non-Gaussianity 
generated during inflation, and explain the CMB power-asymmetry 

[Agulló]

onset of inflation reached in an excited state
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PREDICTIONS FROM EFFECTIVE APPROX.

- E.g.: Martín-de Blas and Olmedo motivate a particular vacuum 
state (different than adiabatic state)
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CONCLUSIONS 
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Challenge for quantum cosmology: To build a formalism which 
includes the homogeneous background and the inhomogeneities 
and proves to be potentially predictive. 

The hybrid LQC approach aims to encode the main quantum 
gravity effects and it is suitable to predict modifications of 
quantum gravity nature regarding cosmological observables. 

  

It therefore offers a framework to extract physical consequences 
of quantum gravity in cosmology.
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